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Introduction

Thomas Kohlmeier is Managing Partner
with Nivalion, a Switzerland based Litigation Funder
with offices in Zug and Munich (Vienna and Paris to open
in 2020).
Nivalion specializes in funding High End Litigation
and Arbitration cases across Continental Europe
and provides selected Litigation Funders worldwide with additional risk bearing capacity via
Co-Funding arrangements and other forms
of risk transfer.

Nivalion is at present the only continental
funder able to offer an inhouse, prearranged ATE solution for claimants.
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What is Litigation Funding?

Litigation Funding or Third Party Funding (LF or TPF): “An arrangement where
a financier funds all costs of a legal claim in exchange for either a share in the
outcome or normal finance charges (i.e. interest). Third Party Funding enables
claims to be brought without immediately paying legal costs”*. LF is technically
not insurance.
After the Event Insurance (ATE): An insurance cover where an insurer covers
the adverse costs of a legal claim for a premium (“rate on line”). Payment of
premium can sometimes also be deferred on success.

*https://www.franciswilksandjones.co.uk/site/our_services/litigation-funding/qanda_litf/further-informationlf/what-is-third-party-funding.html.
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How does Litigation Funding work?

Basic requirement cost-to-value ratio of approx. 1:10 in order to meet
interest rate requirements (and to achieve a fair pay-out regime between
claimant and funder). These conditions are regularly only met by high
values in dispute.
Return requirement similar to private equity, i.e. usually as multiple of the
capital at risk, standard market target multiple on invested capital (MOIC) of
2.5 and higher.
The underwritten risks are singular in nature, TPF risk management via
portfolio build-up. Key challenge to reach a diversified (areas of law,
duration, geographically…) portfolio asap. “Cherry-Picking” vs. “All You Can
Eat” approaches.
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Shortcomings and Structural Problems of LF

Return Expectations: LF is expensive (and has to be, to justify the risk of total
loss of investments). Pricing mechanisms by way of multiples on invested capital,
w/ floor and cap mechanisms, percentage fees, interest based fees etc.
Volatility: Duration and handling of funded law suits typically subject to outside
decisions, not under funders’ control. V. affects both the financial side of the
investment and the material risk position (e.g. if the creditworthiness of the
counterparty deteriorates over time or evidence disappears etc).
Moral Hazard / Adverse Risk Selection : Moral hazard occurs when there is
asymmetric information between two parties and a change in the behavior of one
party after a deal is struck. Asymmetric information, also called information
failure, happens when one party to a transaction has greater material knowledge
than the other party. Typically, the more knowledgeable party is the seller. There
is a clear connection between risk and pricing (the lower / the better). LF even
more affected than the average LEI product.
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Lessons Learned

Return Expectations: Private Equity metrics and techniques apply; insurance
related metrics (e.g. RoRaC or CR not suitable or misleading)

Volatility: Can be addressed by carefully selecting areas of law (e.g.
construction law vs. post M&A litigation and assessment of counterparty risk (e.g.
individuals vs. insurance companies or banks).
Moral Hazard / Adverse Risk Selection : Can be addressed via sourcing
strategies (e.g. focus on certain industries), build-up of knowledge within
individual funders, more importantly by way of assessing the quality of the claim
and most importantly by way of assessing the quality of the claimant’s legal team.
Collective redress cases / class actions as a way to make the law of large
numbers work?
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Use Case I: VW Dieselgate Germany

Key case metrics D*:
Amount in dispute 15.000, -€,
Winning amount 5.000,- €
Cost risk at 1st instance: € 4,794.10 (Claimant’s lawyer € 1.957,55)
Typical LF participation: 30% of € 5.000 = € 1.500
Success rate of lawsuits: 1st instance 65 %, 2nd instance 85 %
From a funder's point of view, achievable multiples not attractive (1.2 - 1.6
MOIC), even if all control levers (lawyer selection, fee agreements) are used,
because the "abstract" adverse-cost risk is too high in comparison to the success
fee and the capital provided for the counter-cost risk is subject to the expensive
PF return requirement.
* Source: historical data German LEI insurers, market information claimants’ lawyers, average values
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Use Case II: VW Dieselgate Switzerland

Initial Situation and Issues:
Claim not covered by most Swiss LEI insurers (cover only by one LCI)
Unsatisfactory situation for insurers and their customers
Good opportunity for PR / Marketing - hope of a quick settlement also in the
interest of VW?
Solution:
A few LEI insurers covered - without contractual obligation - a lump sum for their
existing customers
Alliance with a well-known consumer protection organization (CPO)
CPO offers an additional solution for the uninsured affected customers via
Litigation Funding
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Use Case II: VW Dieselgate Switzerland

LCI

LF

***

***

Insurer

Investor

costs «book out»

costs «book in»

passive cost and case
management

active cost and case
management

no or little interaction with
lawyers

interaction with lawyers

no legal inputs

permanent legal inputs

no succes fee / no additional
cost and
no loss risk

succes fee / cost and loss risk

Lessons Learned
***
Cooperation is possible and
efficient, if…
LF runs the case management
(inputwise)
LCI have the administrational and
oganizational lead (meetings etc.)
LCI (joint) and LF have a
representative with a common
understanding and a
«constructive dispute culture»
(personally known)
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Combination of LEI / LF in Consumer Cases

Basic idea: Funder limits funding to the adverse-cost risk.
Funder then transfers this risk to a LEI insurer. The policyholder and premium
debtor is the funder.
(Only) the premium is subject to funder’s high interest rate requirement, which
allows for a far lower participation rate, i.e. much more interesting pricing for the
consumer.
The LEI insurer originates premium at no sales cost, within a predefined corridor
of losses (based on statistical data), at a premium allowing for an at least 80%
Combined Ratio range.
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Potential Use Case Combination of LEI / LF

Option - Nivalion nur 1. Instanz, und Vers. I.+ II.

Total

Nivalion
Finanzierung

I. Instanz
eigener RA pauschal
GK

10,0% Vers-prämie

erfolgreiche 1. Instanz
Kundenerlös
Kostenerstattung

30%
90%

Verteilung 1. Instanz
KE PF

2.368,10

773,50

-1.547.000,00

1.113,00

-2.226.000,00

236,81

-473.620,00

2.123,31

-4.246.620,00

5.800,00
4.114,42

1300
1.740,00
3.702,98
5.442,98

1.300,00

2.123,31

Zwischenergebnis

EB PF 1. Instanz
Einnahme je Kd. 1. Instanz
Ausgabe je Kd. 1. Instanz
netto Ergebnis je Kunde
EB PF
65%

5.442,98
2.123,31
3.319,67
2.157,78

1.300,00

Zwischenergebnis 1. Instanz

Uebergang II. Instanz
gegnerische Kosten I. Instanz
Stück
700
2.368,10

700 eigener RA pauschal
700 GK
15,00% Versprämie II
2.649,42

-2.760.303,00
4.315.568,40

2.805.119,46

-2.805.119,46

1.318.802,46

30%
90%

8.200,00
8.247,83

1.547.000,00

1.547.000,00

473.620,00

1.547.000,00

473.620,00

1.510.448,94

1.547.000,00

473.620,00

700
-1.657.670,00

1.040.613,36

Kundenerlös
Kostenerstattung

Vers

473.620,00
0,00

2.760.303,00

Zwischenergebnis nach Fin.beginn II. Instanz 2.595,41

595,00

1.547.000,00
-1.547.000,00
2.226.000,00
-2.226.000,00

-1.486.317,00

-278.189,10

700
85%

RA

2.262.000,00
4.813.871,40

714,00
1.484,00
397,41

Stück I. Inst.
davon erfolgr.

Fronter

2.000 cases, premium LEI=
751.809,10 €*.

2.000
65%
85%

erste Instanz erfolgr
zweite Instanz erfolgr.

2.460,00
7.423,05

-499.800,00
-1.038.800,00

499.800,00

-28.151,06

2.046.800,00

278.189,10
-905.860,90

1.463.700,00
4.416.712,97

*premium 236,81 € (1. Instanz),
397,41 € (2. Instanz).

9.883,05
abzgl. Tats. Kosten
I. Instanz
II. Instanz

2.123,31
2.595,41

netto Ergebnis

Cash-in Verteilung
Kostenerstattung PF I.In
700
Multiple
1,6
595 Kostenerstattung Vers

4.718,72
5.164,32

2.123,31
3.397,30
2.368,10

gegn. Kosten II. Instanz verlorene Fälle
15%
700
2.649,42

2.378.107,20

-2.378.107,20
-1.409.019,50

-278.189,10

0,00

Cashout
Cashin
MOIC
IRR 2y

4.254,60
4.847,42
9.102,02
2.000 18.204.040,00

1.409.019,50
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Ausschüttung Nettoergebnis

Total Risk
I. Instanz
II. Instanz

Claims Ratio: worst case 70,1 %.
mid case 45,3 %.

IRR Detail
31.03.2019
31.03.2020
31.03.2021

3.418.720,56
-4.524.809,10
7.943.529,66
1,76
32,50%

-4.246.620,00
5.287.233,36
2.378.107,20
59,43%

2.065.135,21

2.046.800,00
pro Stück
1023,4
ggü I. Instanz
249,90
ggü. II. Instanz
-464,10

224.969,50
-1.935.859,10
2.160.828,60
5,65%
pro Stück Jü
112,48
pro Stück BE
I. Instanz
236,81
II. Instanz
397,41
634,22
BE gesamt
473.620,00
278.189,10
751.809,10
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Use Case III: Cash Flows
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The Way Forward
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